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New Vocabulary: 

 

 
 

 

 

 
          

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Word Meaning 

Relatively  mostly / more or less  

Commercial something that will be used for business purposes /  

related to buying and selling things  

Unique one of a kind / unusual  

Alternative  another option or choice 

Cozy warm and comforting 

Widespread covering a large area 

Surface   the outside or top of something  

Ecosystem   plants and animals that work together in nature  

Undisturbed in its natural state / not bothered or touched  

Capsule  a kind of container 

Undoubtedly certainly / definitely  

Extremely  very / really  

1.  Listen & Discuss   pp. 34 & 35 

Rain forest  

 
Catwalk Ecosystem  

 
Canopy 

Tower Circular  Tree house 
 

Igloo Capsule 
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Unusual  uncommon / infrequent / unfamiliar 

Located in  placed / situated in / positioned 

Gain get / add / increase  

Popularity admiration / being liked, enjoyed or supported by many people  

Inexpensive  cheap / low-cost  

Traditional  old style / out-of-date  

Amazingly wonderfully / marvelously    

Opportunity  chance / situation which makes it possible to do something  

Experience  knowledge or skill from doing, seeing or feeling things  

Truly  really / used to emphasize that what is said, is true  

Magical  charming/ describes something with a special and exciting quality  

Overnight  for /  during the night  

Stunning  gorgeous  / extremely beautiful or attractive  

Provide  give someone something that they need / make available 
 

Exercise 1 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1. Pollution can have disastrous effects on the delicately balanced ............ . 

a) social system  b) financial  system c) ecosystem   d) law system  
2. Many people are very concerned about the destruction of the .............. .  

a) forest rain  b) forestry rain           c) rainingforests    d) rain forests 
3. From the top of the ..............., the outlook over the city was breathtaking.  

a) tunnel   b) tower            c) tube    d) towel  
4. We walked home after the party in the ...................... moonlight.  

a) magical    b) miracle            c) mechanical   d) machine 
5. I spent hours in our ...................... when I was a kid.  

a) top house  b) tree house           c) tip hose    d) tape hose  
6. The Inuit people of northern North America usually live in .......................  

a) eggs   b) angles             c) legs    d) igloos 
7. The temperature could fall below zero .......................  

a) overnight  b) on night           c) in night    d) for night 
8. We need someone who has ...................... in marketing and teaching.  

a) experiment  b) excel           c) experience   d) exam  
9. The view from our room is ....................... . 

a) strong   b) stopping          c) stepping    d) stunning 
10. The food was ...................... good.  

a) amazingly  b) amazed          c) amazing    d) amaze 
11. He's a ...................... good squash player.  

a) relative   b) related           c) relatively      d) relevant  
12. Job ...................... are severely limited at the moment.  

a) lucks   b) opportunities          c) fortunes    d) hopes 
13. This booklet ...................... useful information about local services.  

a) proofs   b) paves           c) provides     d) brings 
14. That's an ...................... name, is it an Icelandic name?  

a) untruthful  b) unusual            c) unhopeful    d) unhelpful  
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15. Roll out the pastry on a flat .......................  
a) top   b) ceiling           c) ground    d) surface 

16. It was a ...................... terrifying experience. 
a) truly    b) true           c) truthful    d) trueness  

17. Fingerprints are ....................... to every individual.  
a) union   b) unique           c) unified    d) united 

18. These antiques are both beautiful and ....................... valuable.  
a) exactly   b) expectedly           c) excessively    d) extremely 

19. It's much better to have a small ....................... room than a big cold one.  
a) cozy    b) crazy           c) clumsy    d) clustered  

20. This product is used in sweet foods as a healthier .............. to chocolate.  
a) attentive  b) ultra           c) alternative   d) alternate  

21. Our office is ....................... in the city centre.  
a) located    b) location          c) looking    d) local 

22. You can't .............. access to the computer system without the password.  
a) win   b) take           c) goal    d) gain 
 
 

Exercise 2 
Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 

            

popularity / undisturbed / support / traditional /  undoubtedly /  

commercial /  advice / widespread / inexpensive 
 

1. She took a sleeping pill and had eight hours of ..................... sleep.  

2. It's an ...................... perfume. How would he bring such a present!  

3. There's .................... agreement that the law should be changed.  

4. The ................... future of the company looks very promising.  

5. The band has enjoyed an unstoppable rise in .................... .  

6. She was ...................... the best candidate.  

7. In some countries it is ................... for a bride to wear white.  

Exercise 3 
Match the word with its definition: 

A  B 
1- Popularity (    ) a- old style / out-of-date 

2- Experience (    ) b- plants and animals that work together in nature 

3- Commercial (    ) c- being liked, enjoyed or supported by many people 

4- Traditional (    ) d- the outside or top of something 

5- Ecosystem   (    ) e- be unaware that so much time has passed. 

6- Surface   (    ) f- knowledge or skill from doing, seeing or feeling things  
(    ) g- something that will be used for business purposes  
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Describing a building (Hotel) 

➢ Location: Where is the hotel?  

➢ Size: How large is it?  

➢ Capacity: How many guests can it host? 

➢ Attractions: What attractions does it have? 

➢ Uniqueness:  What makes it unique? 

Exercise 4 
Complete the dialogue in pairs: 

Samir has just arrived in Saudi Arabia.  He is talking to his friend about his plans 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

2.  Pair Work    p. 35 

Where are you going this weekend, Samir? 
 

I’m going to visit (1) ...................................... . 

And where (2) .....................? 
 

They are in (3) ............................... . 

How (4) ..................................? 

(5) ................................................................... . 

How many guests can it host? 

(6) ............................................. . 

What attractions does it have? 
 

(7) ................................................ 

What (8) .............................? 

(9) ................................................ 
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           Adjectives - adverbs of manner 

 

 

 
• He drives carelessly.                              (How does he drive?) 

• The old man walked slowly.                  (How did he walk?) 

• The girl runs quickly to catch the bus. (How does she run?) 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  Grammar   pp. 36 & 37 

Adverbs of manner …….. 

• are normally formed by adding –ly to an adjective 

• explain how something is done. 

 

•  We usually form an adverb by adding (-ly) to the adjective: 

   e.g.             slow                slowly 

• If the adjective ends in an (-l) → double the (-l): 

   e.g.             careful                 carefully 

• If the adjective ends in a (-y) → cross the (-y) and add  (-ily). 

 e.g.             happy           happily 

                easy           easily 

• Sometimes the adverb and the adjective have the same form: 

  e.g.             He is a fast driver. He drives fast 

• Irregular adverbs: 

  e.g.             He is a good player. He plays well. 

 

Adjective Adverb Adjective Adverb 

good well hard  hard 

fast fast late  late 

early early   
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Exercise 1 
Choose: 

1- Can you play …………………., please? 

a) quiet          b) quietness            c) quietly          d) quieted 

2- Wow! She is running really ……………………… . 

a) quickly              b) quick                  c) quicken        d) quickness 

3- We have to work……………………. to win that prize. 

a) hardly   b) hardness            c) harden          d) hard           

4- This train is very fast. It moves …..……….……. . 

a) fasting           b) fastness               c) fast               d) fasten           

5- They are dancing ………………… .  

a) happyly   b) happily              c) happy          d) happying  

6- She is in a good shape. She works ………………….. . 

a) well    b) good              c) great            d) will 

           

Exercise 2 

Turn the adjectives in brackets into adverbs 

1- Why are you talking so ……………………… (loud)? 

2- It’s snowing ………………………….. (heavy) today. 

3- Why don’t you get up ……………………….. (early)? 

4- Talk ……………………..! the baby is in bed.  (quiet) 

5- I answered the test …………………… (easy) 

6- They clapped ……………………. when their team won the match.    

(cheerful) 

7- I speak English very ………………. (good) 

8- A turtle is very slow. It moves .....................     (slow) 
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Exercise 3 

Choose a suitable adjective from the list, turn it into an adverb and  

put it in the correct sentences 

 

 

1- The teacher shouted ……………………… 

2- Jonathon speaks English …………………… 

3- The man placed the vase ……………………… on the shelf. 

4- I asked the man ……………………….. to help me cross the road. 

5- Harry ran ………………………… to catch the bus. 

6- The actor who won the award was smiling ………………………… 

7- He looked at me ………………………….. and told me never to lie 

on him again. 

8- The children were playing …………………………… 

Exercise 4 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. He swims __________________. 

a- good             b- well                      c- bad                       d- slow 

2. He ran _________________. 

a- quickly          b- bad                     c- quick                     d- good 

3. Ahmed ate the chocolate cake ___________________.  

a- good             b- greedy                c- greedily                 d- easy 

4. They live in an ______________ house. 

a- quietly           b- old                       c-older                       d- badly 

5. They always walk _____________________. 

a- fast                 b- good                   c- fit                            d- too 

6. He is tired because he has worked ______________. 

a- careful          b- happy                  c- easy                      d- hard 

 

fluent – proud – polite – angry – serious – quick – careful – happy 
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                         Exercise 5 
Correct the mistake: 

1. She looks prettily. 

____________________________________________________ 

2. The brave men fought brave.      

_____________________________________________________ 

3. The children behaved bad.                      

___________________________________________________ 

4. You should speak more soft. 

_____________________________________________________ 

5. He is not a good student, but he writes good.  

_____________________________________________________ 

6. She went to bed quiet.  

_____________________________________________________ 

7.  She is a calmly girl.  

_____________________________________________________ 
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New Vocabulary: 

 

 

 

 

 
     

          
     
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       

Word Meaning 

Ensure   to make something certain to happen  

Certainly used to emphasize that there is no doubt about something 

Unfortunately used to say that something is sad or disappointing 

Assign  give a particular job or piece of work to someone  

Take off when an aircraft leaves the ground and begins to fly  

Fair  treating people equally  

Red eye  a flight taken overnight          

Crummy  bad / of very bad quality  

Don’t get it  don’t understand     

A drag  a disappointment  

Awesome!  Terrific!  / Great!  

4. Conversation   p. 38 
 

Attendant Passenger Flight Row Upright 

Aisle Fasten Spread out Seatbelt   Crammed   
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Special  
 

Requests 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Exercise 5 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. If the ...................... is late, we'll miss our connection.  

a) flight    b) fright            c) fight      d) freight  

2. I'd like seats on the front ...................... of the stalls.  

a) raw   b) rue            c) rug    d) row 

3. Do you know how to fasten up your seat ......................?  

a) tie    b) belt            c) link    d) rope 

4. They ...................... out to search the whole area.  

a) speed   b) sleep           c) spread      d) steep 

5. You'll find the shampoo in the fourth .................... from the entrance.  

a) eel   b) oil             c) ail     d) aisle 

6. The platform was .................... with people trying to board the train.  

a) creamed  b) crammed           c) constant   d) cleaned 

7. Seats should be in the ............. position during take-off and landing.  

a) upside   b) up down           c) upright      d) update  

8. I suppose his criticism was ...................... comment.  

a) fair    b) fare            c) fear       d) fire 

9. Part of the group were ...................... to clear land mines.  

a) signed   b) assigned           c) resigned    d) sighed  

10. You have to get rid of that ...................... old carpet  

a) creamy   b) crunchy           c) crummy    d) crusty 

11. The airline is taking steps to ...................... safety on its aircraft.  

Making Special Requests 

➢ I wonder if it would be possible ………? 

➢ Do you think it would be possible…?  

Declining Special Requests 
➢ That won’t be possible…  

➢ I’m afraid (we) can’t…  

➢ Unfortunately, that’s not possible …..…  

➢ We can’t do it because ….…  

➢ I wish it were possible, but ……… 

➢ The problem is …….… 
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a) secure   b) cure           c) pure       d) ensure 

12. Fortunately, none of the ................ were badly injured in the crash.  

a) passengers  b) messengers           c) passers-by   d) passages 
 
 
 

 

Exercise 6 
Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 

            

unfortunately / fastened / obsessed / awesome / certainly / 

take-offs / adventures / red-eye 

 

1. We caught the .................... from LA and got to New York at five this 

morning.  

2. Night .................... and landings are banned at this airport.  

3. ...................... we can't come this evening after all.  

4. She .................... her belt tightly around her waist.  

5. You look totally .......................... in that dress.  

6. The design ............................ looks good on paper.  

 

Exercise 7 
Match the word with its definition: 

A  B 
1- crummy (    ) a- don’t understand     

2- Take off (    ) b- treating people equally 

3- assign (    ) c- Terrific!   

4- Awesome! (    ) d- a disappointment 

5- red eye (    ) e- of very bad quality 

6- don’t get it (    ) f- give a particular job or piece of work to someone  

7- a drag (    ) g- a flight taken overnight          

 (    ) h- when an aircraft leaves the ground and begins to fly 
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New Vocabulary: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Word Meaning 

Pack to put something into a bag, box, etc  

Tip a useful piece of information  

Obviously in a way that is easy to understand or see  

Essential necessary; needed  

Fast-drying Be able to lose water or other liquid in quickly 

Frustrating  making you feel annoyed or less confident because 

you cannot achieve what you want  

Retrieve  find and bring back something  

Accessible  able to be reached or easily got  

Horrified  very shocked  

Heartbroken  extremely sad  

Rule of thumb a practical way of doing or measuring something  

Come in handy to be useful for a particular purpose 

5.  Listening ...    p. 39 
 

Backpack Splinter 
 

Trash bag Tweezers 
 

Bandage 

Toiletries Compartment  
 

Tick Take out 
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Exercise 8 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. They've managed to ............. most of the data.  
a) retired  b) review            c) retrieve      d) retried  
2. All parts of the museum are ............. to wheelchairs.  
a) accessible   b) acceptable          c) assisted      d) axis  
3. I was ............. to hear of his death.  
a) honoured  b) purified          c) identified    d) horrified  
4. A good rule of ............ is that you check the mirrors before driving.  
a) hub   b) thumb            c) hump    d) thug 
5. Don’t throw this bottle away, keep it, it might come in ................... .  
a) handy    b) army            c) shoulder   d) hand 
6. He wound a small ........................ round her finger.  
a) tie    b) ribbon           c) bandage      d) rope 
7. I need to get this tooth taken ............. .  
a) away   b) out            c) of     d) down 
8. You ............. didn't read the instructions properly.  
a) openly   b) obligatory          c) orderly    d) obviously  
9. Layla gave me some ............. about the best places to visit.  
a) tops   b) tapes            c) tips      d) taps 
10. The girl had got a ............. of wood in her toe.  
a) branch   b) splinter            c) trunk     d) stick 
11. Fresh fruit and vegetables form an ............. part of a healthy diet.  
a) essential   b) easy  c) unnecessary   d) aditional 
12. He doesn't listen to what I say and it's so ........................ .  
a) promising  b) enjoyable          c) respectful   d) frustrating  
13. If we ............. this evening, we can leave first thing in the morning.  
a) back   b) pack            c) pick    d) buck  
14. Dogs always scratch because of ................. . 
a) leaves   b) flowers           c) ticks      d) flies 
15. When I go to the swimming pool, I always take a ................ towel.  
a) Fast-drying  b) fast food          c) fasting    d) drying  
 

Exercise 9 
Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 

discovery / heartbroken / trash bag / tweezers / obsessed / 
compartment / backpack / toiletries 

1. I can’t leave home without my ....................., I put all my stuff in it. 

2. I bought a fridge with a small freezer .................. for my office. 

3. Women's .................. are at the other end of the shop, madam.  

4. Use the ................ to take the splinter out of the girl’s toe.  

5. You need to replace the .................. with a clean one. 

6. If she ever left him he would be ..................... .  
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 Compound nouns: nouns that are made up of two separate nouns. 

 The stress goes on the first part of the compound noun.  

‘trash bags   ‘mailbox 

‘toothbrush   ‘notebook 

 

Exercise 10 
Try forming as many compound nouns as possible using these nouns: 

castle   station  bus   box 

room    home   store   book   

bed    suit   case   sand   

some   life   print   where  

foot     fire    ball   time 

basket    work   hand   shop
 
 

.................................  .................................  ................................. 

 

.................................  .................................  ................................. 
 

.................................  .................................  ................................. 
 

.................................  .................................  ................................. 
 

.................................  .................................  ................................. 
 

.................................  .................................  ................................. 
 

6.  Pronunciation  p. 39 
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New Vocabulary: 
Word Meaning 

Pristine not spoiled 

Preserve to keep safe from injury, harm, or destruction  

Conservation  careful protection of something 

Incentive something that causes a person to act 

Deforestation  the action of cutting down trees to clear forests  

Characteristics  distinguishing traits or qualities  

Remote  geographically isolated  

Reduction  lessening, diminishing  

Lush  abundantly green, fertile  

 

Exercise 11 
Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 

            

deforestation / conservations / incentives / remote / lush / preserve / 

pristine / adventures / characteristic / reduction 
 

1. The new law provides ................. for businesses to invest in recycling 

equipment.  

2. They live in a ............. corner of Scotland, miles from the nearest shop.  

3. Washing machine for sale - only 2 months old and in ........... condition.  

4. The ............. in funds is threatening the development of the project.  

5. This animal is very rare. It lives only in a few wildlife ............. . 

6. I enjoy looking and walking in these ........... green valleys.  

7. Being tall is a typical ..................... of this family.  

8. ............. is destroying large areas of tropical rain forest.  

9. It's our duty to .............. the planet for future generations.  
 

 

7.  Vocabulary Building    p. 39 
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New Vocabulary: 
 

Word Meaning 

Ecotourism the business of organizing holidays to places that people 

do not usually visit in a way which helps local people and 

does not damage the environment  

Explore search and discover about something  

Wildlife animals and plants that grow independently of people,  

Support  help someone emotionally or in a practical way  

Community the people living in one particular area/people who are treated 

as a unit because of their common interests or nationality  

Trend  a new development in clothing, make-up, etc.  

Involve include someone or something in something  

Destinations the place where someone is going or being sent or taken  

Development  Growth / changes and becoming more advanced  

Limited small in amount or number  

Focus on  give a lot of attention to one specific person or thing  

Recycling when paper, glass, etc. is put through a process to be used again  

Renewable  describes energy that can be produced naturally without stop 

Awareness knowledge of something /understanding of a subject  

Economic  making a profit, or likely to make a profit  

Financial  relating to money or how money is managed  

Dramatic  very sudden or noticeable, or full of action and excitement  

Unspoiled  beautiful because it has not been changed by people  

Exotic  unusual and exciting because of coming from a far country  

Enthusiastic  showing energetic interest in a particular activity  

Refuge  a place which gives protection or shelter from danger 

Stitch a length of thread used to join the edges of a cut in the flesh  

Raises money  collect money for a good reason or case  

Win-win situation situation or result that is good for everyone who is involved  

8.  Reading  pp. 40 & 41 
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Exercise 12 
Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 

            

win-win / approach / development / enthusiastic / awareness / 

support / refuge / wildlife / expedition 
 

1. I don't think they liked my idea, they weren't very ................ about it.  

2. The walkers sought ....................... from the storm in a farmer's barn.  

3. There is a growing ....................... of the seriousness of this disease.  

4. We went on an ................ to explore the flora and fauna of the wood.  

5. Flexible working hours are a .................... situation for employers and 

employees.  

6. All our resources should be used for our country’s ....................... .  

7. The use of pesticides is killing off birds, fish and ....................... .  
 

Exercise 13 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1. There has been a .............. shift in public opinion towards the project.  

a) drama   b) dramatic           c) derma    d) trauma  
2. I dream of a vacation on an island with clean, ................. beaches. 

a) uncoiled  b) spoiled           c) unsolid     d) unspoiled 
3. The menu described the dessert as 'a medley of ...................... fruits'.  

a) exotic    b) extinct            c) exist    d) extent  
4. He got hit with a broken bottle and needed five ............. in his cheek.  

a) snatches  b) sachets          c) stitches      d) sketches  
5. Each unit of the course book ................ on a different grammar point.  

a) focuses    b) affects           c) consists    d) acts 
6. ............. energy sources such as wind and wave power are harmless. 

a) reunited   b) recommended     c) renewable   d) remedial  
7. The supermarket has ......... bins for old newspapers, bottles and cans.  

a) cycling   b) recycling          c) revising    d) circular 
8. We had to close our London office, it just wasn't ...................... .  

a) economy  b) economist          c) economical   d) economic 
9. Is there any hope of getting ....................... support for the project?  

a) fractional  b) functional          c) financial   d) fictional 
10. I only have a ....................... knowledge of Spanish.  

a) limited    b) long           c) limitless    d) limiting  
11. Although I ....................... the project in public, I think it will fail.  

a) surprise   b) stop           c) speak    d) support 
12. In this school, most of the children are from the Chinese ................. .  

a) country   b) community          c) continent    d) group 
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13. The ....................... at the moment is towards a more natural and less 
made-up look.  

a) trend      b) tend            c) tent    d) tint  
14. They said that the job would ....................... travelling to Paris.  

a) include     b) involve          c) invite    d) intend 
15. It's the good weather that makes Spain such a popular tourist ........ . 

a) direction    b) district  c) destination   d) track 

Exercise 14 
Read the passage then answer the questions: 
       Mr. Tom used to travel by train and always liked more comfort. So, when he 

got into a train he used to put his suitcase on the seat beside him and pretend it 

belonged to another passenger who had gone to buy something.  

    One day he did this when the train was very crowded. Other passengers came 

and sat on the other seats except the one that his suitcase was lying on. Then an 

old man arrived, looked at Mr. Tom’s case and said, “Is this somebody’s seat?”. 

“Yes”, answered Mr. Tom. “A friend of mine is traveling with me, and he has gone 

to buy a newspaper. He will return soon.” Mr. Tom opened the window and looked 

out to make the old man think that he was anxious about his friend. “All right”, said 

the old man. “I will sit here until your friend comes back, and then I’ll stand 

somewhere”. Mr. Tom could say nothing and all the other passengers were 

watching and listening. 

       Several minutes passed, the whistle blew, and the train began to move.  

Mr. Tom’s friend did not come back. The old man jumped and said, “I’m sorry, your 

friend seems to have missed the train. We don’t want him to be separated from his 

suitcase. So I’ll throw it out of the window”. Mr. Tom couldn’t say a word but he 

decided not to play this game again. 

1- When did the train move? 

……………………………………………………………….…………..………………. 

2- Whom did the suitcase belong to? 

…………………………………………………………………………..……………….. 

3- Why did the old man throw the suitcase out of the window? 

………………………………………………………………………..………………….. 

Choose the correct answer: 

4- Tom’s friend did not come because ……… 

a- he went to buy a newspaper.    b- he got lost 

c- there wasn’t any friend traveling with him.  d- he missed the train. 

5- On that day, there were ……………….… people on the train. 

a- few   b- only  c- no   d- many 

6- ‘Except’ means ……………. . 

a- including   b- not including  c- concluding d- conclusion 

7- ‘Anxious’ means …………….  

a- worried  b- calm   c- relaxed  d- happy 
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Talking about the characteristics/benefits of an activity: 

• The main characteristic of ….……….. is ……………….. 

• One of the advantages of …………… is ……………….. 

• People can benefit from ……….…….. by ………………  

• That’s why ………………. is great. 
 

Mention places host / can host this activity: 

 You can find this …………… (activity) in …..………. (a place) 

 …………………. (place) hosts this  …………………. (activity) 

 

Exercise 15 
In pairs, talk about the benefits of CAMPING and the sites that host this 

activity. What other activities can be practised along with camping: 

(Use the phrase above)  

 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

9. Speaking  p. 41 
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New Vocabulary: 
Word Meaning 

Documentary  a film, television or radio programme that gives facts and 
information about a subject  

Isolated  not near to other places  
Breathtaking  extremely exciting, beautiful or surprising  

Landscapes  a view or picture of the countryside or nature  
Due to  because of  
Varied  containing or changing between several different things  
Moderately  in its natural state / not bothered or touched  
Significant  in a way that is easy to see or by a large amount  
Diversity  when many different types of things or people are included 

in something  

Marine  related to the sea or sea transport  
Inhabitant a person or animal that lives in a particular place  
Encounter  meet someone unexpectedly  
Habitat the natural environment in which an animal /plant usually lives  
Influence the power to have an effect on people or things 
Dedicated  believing that something is very important and giving a lot 

of time and energy to it  

Impress cause someone to admire or respect someone / something  

Exercise 16 
Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 

isolated / dedicated / popularity / influence / due / encountered / 

breathtaking / commercial /  moderately / impress 
 

1. My grandmother had a strong ................... on my early childhood.  

2. On my way to the station I ................... a small child, begging.  

3. He tried to ................... his teachers by using big words in all his essays.  

4. After retirement my uncle went to live in an ................... village.  

5. There's very little ................... priced housing in this area.  

6. Maggie's life was ................... to the needs of her family.  

7. The view from the top of the mountain is ................... .  

8. A lot of her unhappiness is ................... to boredom.  

10.  Writing  pp. 42 & 43 
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 Plan for writing an informal letter:  

Greeting  

→ in a friendly way with an appropriate greeting 

Introduction Paragraph (sentence)  

→ telling why you are writing 

Body of the Letter  

→ giving information and details.  

→ expressing wishes and feelings 

Conclusion 

→ in an appropriate way and sign off with: 

     [Speak soon; Give my best wishes to your family;  

      Write to me soon; ……..] 
 

Notes: 

 Use lots of adjectives, adverbs, verbs and nouns to describe the 

place or the experience.  

 Note down your feelings, expectations, assumptions, questions, and 

doubts. 
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Exercise 17 
Write a letter to your best friend telling him/her about your last vacation 

that was an adventure holiday: 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………….….. 
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Key words               tomorrow / next / in the future 

”The future with “Will 

(1) Prediction for the future without evidence  

EX:    The weather will be fine tomorrow.  

(2) Quick decision 

EX:      Father: the telephone is ringing. 

                - Son  : I will answer it, Dad.  

 (3) Request                

EX:     Will you send this letter for me? 

(4) General fact  

EX:     He will be 17 next month. 

(5) Threat  

EX:     I won’t play football for the club if you don’t raise my salary. 

(6) Promise  

EX:     I will lend you the money you need. 

(7) Offer 

EX:     I will cook the dinner if you are busy. 

 

”going toThe future with “ 

 (1) Prediction with evidence: 

EX:      The sky is cloudy. I think it is going to rain tomorrow. 

(2) Intentions and decisions that have already been made           

EX:    Everything is arranged. I’m going to fly to Aswan next week. 

11.  Form, meaning and function  pp. 44 & 45 
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(3) Actions that are about to happen 

EX:     That man is going to fall. 

The future with “the present progressive” 

(1) Plans and arrangements            

EX:        I am taking an exam tomorrow. 

                  I am visiting my aunt today. 

 

The future using “the present simple” 

(2) When referring the official timetables 

EX:      The plane leaves London at 6 a.m.  

            The English class starts at 11 a.m.  

Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d 

1. Hady has planned to get married next month. This means he ...................... 

get married next month. 

a- will  b- shall               c- is going to       d- would 

2. My sister ………….................. be 14 next month. 

a- will  b- is going to     c- would               d- could 

3. The doorbell is ringing, I ............................... the door. 

a- am opening                     b- am going to open  

c- open                                      d- will open 

4. Osama has decided to go to the match. He ......................... watch it. 

a- will  b- may                 c- might                    d- is going to 

5. The water is boiling. I ......................... turn the gas off. 

a- will          b- won't               c- can't                       d- am going to  

6. What's the matter with Jane? It looks like she ............................. faint. 

a- will  b- is going to      c- can                         d- is able 
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7. Look at these black clouds. It ......................... rain. 

a- will  b- would              c- is going to        d- should             

8. When do you think you ......................... finish work? 

a- would b- will                 c- could                 d- are going to 

9. She has arranged to retire next month. She ...................... next month. 

a- will retire            b- may retire        c- is retiring              d- retires 

10. A) Tea or Coffee? 

B) I ......................... have coffee better. 

a- am going to    b- 'll              c- might                  d- may 

11. Ola is in hospital, Oh really? I didn't know. I ................ visit her at once. 

a- would  b- am going to    c- may                   d-will 

12. In the year 2020 it is thought that people ......................... smart cars. 

a- will drive                                 b- are going to drive   

c- would drive                                      d- are driving 

13. When I save up enough money, I ................... buy a digital camera. 

a- would  b- may                c- could               d- am going to 

14. I feel terrible. I think I ......................... be sick. 

a- am going to     b- will  c- might        d- should 

15. Ahmed ......................... probably arrive at about 8 o'clock. 

a- will           b- should            c- could               d- am going to 

16. They intended to buy a big house. They ......................... buy it. 

a- may           b- should             c- are going to  d- will 

17. They planed to buy a big house. They .........................  it. 

a- may           b- are buying  c- should             d- will 

18. I hope the stadium .......................... be full for the match on Saturday. 

a- is going to       b- would  c- may                 d- will 

19. I'm sure you ........................ fail .You are clever enough. 

a- won’t  b- might not      c- should not       d- can’t 

20. A) Oh, you have got the tickets for the play.  

B) Yes, I ......................... see it on Friday: 

    a- would           b- should           c- am going to     d- will                   
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Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then correct them: 

1- Don't worry, I am answering the phone at once.           …………………………  

2- The exam is quite easy, the pupils will do it well.           ………………………… 

3- I think our team is winning the match.                            ………………………… 

4- My father has saved enough money, he will buy a new car. ………………… 

5- I expect Ramy is passing his exams.                               ………………………… 

6- I'm going to go shopping with you if you like.                ………………………… 

7- The sky is cloudy, it will rain.                                             ………………………… 

8- Samy has got a visa to Canada. He will go there next month. ..……………… 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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Exercise 18 
Write the correct question word: 

Who, Why, What, How, How much, How many, How old,  

When, Where, Whose, Which  

1- ……………. are you going tomorrow? 

2- ……………… are you traveling? 

3- ………………. would you like to have for dessert?      - Cake, please. 

4- ……………… are you crying?     - Because I failed the exam. 

5- ……………… one do you like? 

6- ……………… do you feel today? 

7- ….………. brothers do you have?    - I have two brothers. 

8- ……………… time are leaving? 

9- ……………… book is this? 

10- ……….…. are you so happy?    - Because I have a birthday party. 
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11- ……………… has broken this vase? 

12- …………………. don't you see a doctor? 

13- …………………. is sitting behind you?  - Rita. 

14- ………………. do you go to school?     - By bus.  

15- …………. do the tickets cost? I don't know. Maybe 15 $.  

16- ………. does he usually have for lunch?  - Rice and fish. 

17- …………. does the first lesson begin?  - At 8.00 o'clock. 

18- ……………. is the police-station?    - In front of the park.  

19- ……..…. is Adel going to stay in England? - Four years.  

20- ……………. wants to sing this song?     - Tamara. 

21- …………………. book is that?        - It's Maria's. 

22- ………. do you have the longest holidays?  - In summer. 

23- ……………. can translate this word in English? - I can. 

24- …………………. is your address?    - Main Street 26. 

25- …………………. are you?           - I’m 16 years old. 

                                                                         

Exercise 19 
Make questions: 

1- …………………………………………………………………? 

➔ The school will start on the 15th of October. 

2- …………………………………………………………………? 

➔ Mr. Abdul-Allah was our English teacher. 

3-  …………………………………………………………………? 

➔ We had 7 classes daily. 

4- …………………………………………………………………? 

➔ Jane was absent because she was sick. 

5- …………………………………………………………………? 

➔ English is my favourite subject. 

6- …………………………………………………………………? 

➔  This is Ali’s book. 

7- …………………………………………………………………? 

➔ We are going to stay for a week. 
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Exercise 20 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. He’s a very ........................... . 
a. nice man  b. man nice c. nicely man d. man nicely 

2. The sun ............................ today. 
a. is brightly  b. bright is  c. is bright  d.  brightly is  

3. Smoking ............................ for your health. 
a. bad is   b. is bad  c. is badly  d. badly is 

4. This exercise is …………………… one.  
a. easily   b. easy  c. an easily d. an easy  

5. Tigers are ………………………… animals.  
a. braves  b. bravely  c. brave  d. bravery  

6. Mr. Brown is a ..................... of English. 
a. well speaker    b. good speaker  
c. speaker good    d speaker well 

7. The footballer is ………………………. . 
a. extremely tired    b. tired extreme   
c. tired extremely    d. extreme tired  

Exercise 21 
Correct the underlined mistake: 

1- Runners fast win races.                            …...........….......…. 

2- Mathematics difficult is.                           .……………….…... 

3- She’s a typist good.                                  ……………………. 

4- Her behavior rude was to her boss.        ……………………. 

5- The clowns are funny very.                      ……………………. 

6- Ann is sad always.                                     ……………………. 

7- Father is busy a journalist.                         .…………………… 


